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Résumé en
anglais
Background and Aims Simulating nitrogen economy in crop plants requires
formalizing the interactions between soil nitrogen availability, root nitrogen
acquisition, distribution between vegetative organs and remobilization towards
grains. This study evaluates and analyses the functional–structural and mechanistic
model of nitrogen economy, NEMA (Nitrogen Economy Model within plant
Architecture), developed for winter wheat (Triticum aestivum) after
flowering.Methods NEMA was calibrated for field plants under three nitrogen
fertilization treatments at flowering. Model behaviour was investigated and
sensitivity to parameter values was analysed. Key Results Nitrogen content of all
photosynthetic organs and in particular nitrogen vertical distribution along the stem
and remobilization patterns in response to fertilization were simulated accurately by
the model, from Rubisco turnover modulated by light intercepted by the organ and a
mobile nitrogen pool. This pool proved to be a reliable indicator of plant nitrogen
status, allowing efficient regulation of nitrogen acquisition by roots, remobilization
from vegetative organs and accumulation in grains in response to nitrogen
treatments. In our simulations, root capacity to import carbon, rather than carbon
availability, limited nitrogen acquisition and ultimately nitrogen accumulation in
grains, while Rubisco turnover intensity mostly affected dry matter accumulation in
grains. Conclusions NEMA enabled interpretation of several key patterns usually
observed in field conditions and the identification of plausible processes limiting for
grain yield, protein content and root nitrogen acquisition that could be targets for
plant breeding; however, further understanding requires more mechanistic
formalization of carbon metabolism. Its strong physiological basis and its realistic
behaviour support its use to gain insights into nitrogen economy after flowering.
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